
ON A CERTAIN WEIGHTED PARTITION FUNCTION

NELSON A. BRIGHAM

1. Introduction. In the introduction of the preceding paper we re-

marked that no one has given an asymptotic formula for the number

of partitions into primes. As a step in that direction we now give,

under the assumption of the Riemann hypothesis, an asymptotic

formula for the summatory function A (k) of a certain weighted par-

tition function a(k) involving primes and powers of primes.

As pointed out in the introduction of the previous paper, the gen-

erating function of the type of partition we have in mind is given by

(1) iy(s) - ft-= Z aT(*)«-\
„_i (1 - <r"»)*<•> j_0

where y(n) ^ 0, R [s] >0. Using the Mellin formula for e~' we get from

(1)

(2) ioggyis^±r+Kim±^±^u

If y(n) has been chosen in such a manner as to yield an "amenable"

Dirichlet series, the calculus of residues will give more or less useful

information concerning gy(s). For example, if y(n) = l, then ay(k)

=p(k), and the method leads directly to the usual transformation

formula for the generating function of the unrestricted partition

function. If we consider the weighted partition function involving

primes and powers of primes obtained by choosing y{n)=A{n), we

have

^ tw = g am    reo ̂
n-l   n'       _i   n' f(z)

and the properties of the latter function are well known. For this

choice of y(n) we drop subscripts on ay(k) and gy(s) and write

A(k) = £a(«).
näh

If we were to choose y{n) as 1 if n is a prime and 0 otherwise, then

ay(k) would be exactly the number of partitions of k into primes, but

we would have to deal with the less tractable function Z p~'.

Using (2) with y(n) =A(n), we obtain by means of the calculus of

residues an asymptotic formula for g(s) as s tends to 0 within an
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angle of the form |arg s\ ^00<t/2, namely

(3) g(s) = K*** 2* exp      + Z{s) + 0( \ s | )),

where

(4)

and

rs = exp(-1 + S+?7>

(5) Z(s) = £—————=-£ --,
ps" sin (irp/2) p j"

the summations being taken over the complex zeros of f (z). We shall

show that Z(s) =o(| s|_1), so that 7r2/6s is the dominant term in the

exponent of e in (3). Now if we assume the Riemann hypothesis, we

can show that g(s) satisfies the conditions of a Tauberian theorem of

Ingham [2]. Applying this theorem, we get

(6) A(k) ~ Kir1'**** 2" exp (—|y + «Z(<0 - o-2Z» j^,

where Ki = {3/2irYnKi/ir, and a- is the positive solution, existent and

unique for k sufficiently large, of

(7)
1  /tt2 \

As k tends to infinity, a tends to 0 and

1 (6*)1/J
aZ(<r) -> 0,      <t2Z'((7)     0,-- j

or T

in conformity with (9) of the previous paper. In contrast to (9) of

the previous paper, the powers of primes make an essential con-

tribution to (6).

In order to get an asymptotic formula for a(k) we would need to

apply Ingham's theorem to

£ {a(k) - a(k - l)}<r"» = (1 - e-)g(s).
fc-0

However, the use of Ingham's theorem would require that we know

that a(k) is nondecreasing for large k, which seems difficult to estab-

lish (if true).
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In the Hardy-Ramanujan Farey-arc method [l ]\ one would con-

sider

*(*) = n
n_,  (1 -

in the neighborhood of its singularities at the points eiTai,b, where

a and b are integers. In our case we have x = e~', R[s]>0, and con-

sider the approach of 5 to 2ero. This corresponds to considering only

the most important of the singularities, namely that at « = 1.

2. The asymptotic formula for g(s). Taking the logarithm of (1),

with y(n) =A(«), we have

"   " A(«)
log g(s) = 22 22 --e-*"m,

n-l m=l m

where s is complex, \s\ ^1, |arg s\ 5S0o<7r/2, and log g(l) is real.

Using the Mellin transform,

1   f 3/2+»i r(z)
- — I- dz,

ZTTt J 3/2-ooi S*

we find

or

!   r3/2+Mi r(z) -  A(w) . 1
log g(s) = — I-22 —12 — dz,

2iri J 3/2-=o.-    sz  „_i   n' m=i mz+l

(8) log g(s) = — I - —— dz.
2TrlJ3/2-„i s' f(z)

Now we consider

-i r rr»r(8+ l) r'(z) j
(9) -— I-dz,

2iriJ s' i(z)

where the integral is taken around the rectangle 3/2 — T„i, 3/2 + T,i,

— 3/2 + T„i, —3/2 — Tei. T„ [3, pp. 340-341] is an ordinate between

the positive integers g and f+1 upon which f(z) has no zeros, and

for which

(10)
f(* ± T„i)

r(* ± Tai)
<ciog2rB, fjS.2.

1 Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper.
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Note: We put z = x+yi, since we later wish to follow Ingham [2],

who uses s = ff-\-ti. We then put y=T„ for the particular set of

ordinates in question, following Landau [3].

We estimate the integral over the end segments (3/2 +TV,

— 3/2 + 7,Dj) and ( — 3/2 — T„i, 3/2 — T„i). On these segments we have,

in addition to (10), |f(z+l)| ^CT) [5, p. 276]. For fixed x, and

y—> + oo, it is easy to show that (cf. [4, Satz 299])

I r(z) I g Ce-*T°i*T,.

Putting (s fixed)

(11) 5 = re*        0 < r ^ 1,       | 0 | ^ 0O < tt/2,

we have \s~"\ ^ CeT^0.

Thus the absolute value of the integral (9) over the end segments

is less than or equal to

C(e-*T«i*Ta)(Te*)(eT°°°)(log* T„) ^ C exp (T0(60 - x/2) + 4 log T„).

With 7r/2—00 = f?1>0, we may absorb the 4 log T„ by using as an

exponent 6iTg/2. We obtain as our final estimation,

Ce-W'i*,      0! > 0,      T„> 2.

If we denote the sum of the residues within the rectangle of integra-

tion by Sr», (9) becomes

.1    ,.3/2-HV  r(Z)f(z+ 1) r'W

2wi J a
dz

8/2-re< s* f(z)

-1 r-3/2-r„< r(z)f(z+ 1) r'(z)
(12) +- w- ^-ff & + 0(e^T°'2) = Sr..

2xi J_3/2+r„; sz f(z)

Next we compute Sro. For this purpose we alter the integrand of

(12) by means of

(13) f(l + z) = 2(2x)^(-z) cos ™ T(-z) [3, p. 285],

and

(14) r(z)r(-z) =   ~T  , [5, p. 239],
z sin xz

which gives
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At z=l, z = —1, and at each of the complex zeros of f(z), (15) has

a simple pole. (15) has a double pole at the origin.

We compute the residues at the simple poles first.

Since

f'00 = 1

fW z - 1

the residue at z=l is

(16) -x(2x)-f(-l) = ~
S OS

The sum of the residues at the complex zeros of f (z) is

„ x(2xK(-P)
(17)

p.IyKTV p(sin (xp/2)s"

where p=ß-\-yi runs over the complex zeros of f(z). Each zero is

counted to its multiplicity.

Since f(z) = l/(z—1)4- • • ■ , the residue at z= —1 is

1 f'(-l)
(18) -* —-- = 0(r), r->0.

2 f(-l)

In order to obtain the residue at the double pole at the origin, we

use the following expansions (P(z) denotes a power series convergent

for [z| small enough)

(!)'-
1 + z log — + z*P(z),

1 2
- + zP(z),

sin (xz/2) xz

1 1
fOO = - — ~ — Gog 2x)z

~ t( 1 " ^ + lQg2 27r " £ -K + z'P(z),
4 \      24 „ pV

1
f'(z) - - — log 2x

1 /      x2 1 \
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1

The expansions for f (z) come from

4>

2 + 2(log 2tt)z 4- z2i>(z).

f(z) =-Ui(l ~ —V'"!   [3, p. 115],'
2(z- l)r(z/2 + l) Vl\      pJ I

and

+T)=*"S{(, + vH'
where 6 = log 2tt— 1— y/2, 7 being Euler's constant.

We find that the residue at z = 0 is

(19) log 2tt log s - 1 + Z- + £ i
24      p p'

Inserting (16), (17), (18), and (19) in (12), and allowing r„->-°o,

we obtain from (8)

1  «-i/»-»< r(«)f(*4-1) f(«) _
log «(*) = — - —- dz+ — + Z(s)

^ 2T*J_»/s+»i s* f(z) 6s

+ log 2x log s - 1 +     + zZ 4 + °W-
24      „ p2

where Z(s) is given by (5).

In the integrand of the absolutely convergent integral which

appears in (20), (11) gives \s~'\ =rVie~>". Thus the integral is

0(r3/2) = 0(r) for r tending to zero, and so we get the transformation

formula

(21) log g{s) = ^ + Z(s) 4- log 2ir log * - 1 + f! 4- £ ~t + 0(r).
6s 24      , p

This gives (3) at once.

Since 1/(1 -e~'n) = (l/s») {l+o(l)} as |s|-»0, each factor of (1)

(with y(n) =A(«)) for which A(«)=^0 makes a contribution of impor-

tance to (3). Thus the powers of primes make an essential contribu-

tion to the transformation formula, and hence ultimately to our result

for A(k). The "size" of this contribution is readily seen: Write

g(s) = «.war» = (n 7:—( n
1 >

(1 - <r*f)'°«V (1 - e~"w,)lotpy
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and since z2pm£*;>*^ l°g P~xin, (6) of the preceding paper applied

to gi(s) and g2(s) separately gives

(22) g(s) = exp       {1 + .(1)} + ^ t{1 + "(I)})-

Comparison of (21) and (22) shows that limr_orZ(r) =0. For

future use we prove more, namely

(23) lim r-+»Z<->(s) = 0,
f->0

where ZM(s) means the wth derivative, n^O.

Using the first form of Z given in (5), we have, with p=/3+yi,

,      ,       ^ I r(-p) I • I (p)(p + i) • • • (p + « -1) I 2
11 p I p I - I f+« i • I sin vrp/2 [

But

|f(-p)| ■ |p(p+ i) • • • 0 + »-i) g C727n_1 = C7n+1 [5, p. 276],

and

while

1 11C?

jp+n I     rn \ s"\ ~ rn

1

I sin fcrp/2) I

Using tt/2—00=0! as before, we have

e-M-H/2

But

and so

rn+i|Z(n)(s) I <sCr£

ß£l---A—r>      fl>0 [3, p. 321],
log I 7 I

g-*ll7l/«

r-+i i Zt-)(J) i gCr £ +c £ ItI/2

- The second factor of the numerator is to be taken as 1 in case n is zero.
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It is well known that the number of complex zeros of f(z) with

imaginary part between T and T"+l is O(log T) and the number

with imaginary part less than or equal to T is 0(T log T) [3, pp. 337-

338]. Hence

r»+iJZ<">(s) I
00

gc(r log 7V"°«r + c zZ «~*,B/4

(log2 T + log T log log T + a log r\

log T )

Put r= —log r and both terms —»0 as r—»0. This establishes (23).

3. Application of Ingham's Tauberian Theorem. We see at once

that

/i 00 n 00e-"'dA(u) = s I e-"'.
0 d 0

1 (u)du,

where ^4(w)=^4(^) for /%^m<^+1, and we now are in a position to

apply Ingham's theorem [2]. Since it is an integral part of what fol-

lows, we quote the relevant portions of this theorem in their entirety.

All statements apply for a sufficiently small (or w sufficiently large).

Open segments: (a, b); closed segments: [a, b].

We quote: "Let there be given two functions <p(s) and xM. and a

domain D of the s-plane, satisfying the following conditions:

a. ) <p(s) and x(s) are regular in D, and real and positive on a seg-

ment (0, h] of the positive real axis lying in D;

b. ) — c7<p'(ir) tends monotonically to infinity as a tends to 0 • • • ;

a(cr)/<T
c. ) -;-tends to «> as a tends to 0,

{<*>>) l1'2/-^)

where 5(<t) is the distance of the point a from the complement of

D ■ ■■;

d. ) <p"(<r+z)=0{*'>)},

x(cr+Z)=0{xW}

uniformly for |z| <5(cr) when a tends monotonically to 0.

Define

/•(*)
Ms) = X(s)e*<-\ F„(5)=^,
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x(a)e*M+°' F0(<r)e'"'

{2T<rV(«r)}1'* ^Tnp'»}1'2

where <t = <tu is the solution [existent and unique for sufficiently large

co, by (a.) and (b.)] of

-(b'{a) = u (0 < <r ̂  A).

In these circumstances we have: Suppose that the integral

f(s) = f e-"dA(u),      A(0) = 0,        (j = er + Ö)

is convergent for cr > 0, and that

(i.) /(s)~/o(s) when s—>0 in D;

(ii.) f(s) = 0{fo(\s\)} when s-+0 in some fixed angle 'A' of the

form \t\ =A<r, (0<A< oo);

(iii.) A{u) is increasing (in the wide sense) for m^0.

If (ii) holds for every fixed A, then

A(u) ~ A0(u)   as m—> oo."

We note that Ingham's theorem has ^4(0) =0, whereas it has been

convenient for us to write ^4(0) = 1. This does not affect the result.

We desire to apply Ingham's theorem with

x(*) = K2sXo*2'

and

4>{s) =^- + Z(s).
os

It must therefore be established that the conditions of Ingham's

theorem are satisfied by our functions.

For D we choose the region bounded by the rays |f?| =ir/i and the

arc I s\ =1. 5(cr) becomes merely the distance from a to the boundary

of D. From a figure we see that:

8(a) = 21'V2,      a ^ 1/2.

Hypothesis (a):

<p(s) and x(s) are regular in D.

x(s) is real and positive on the segment (0, l].

In virtue of (23) and the fact that the complex zeros of f(z) occur

in conjugate pairs, <p(s) is also real and positive on a segment (0, ä]

of the positive real axis for h sufficiently small.
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Hypothesis (b):

-otf'c» - — - oZ'(ff),
OcT

(-«*w-V--— •

Using (23), we find that the slope of —trcp'(cr) is negative for suffi-

ciently small cr. Hence —o~<p'(p~) tends monotonically to » as tr—>0 in

the interval (0, h] for sufficiently small h.

Hypothesis (c): 5(o-)/<r = 21i2/2 while

-<p'(<r)        *        x'/6 - <r2Z'(°-) ~^

as cr->0 by (23).
Hypothesis (d): We see from a figure that <r-f-z lies within a circle

whose center is <r and whose radius is 8(<r) = ((2)1/2/2)cr, o-<l/2.

Thus,

((2)1/2\                       / (2)1/2\
1 - ^-~—) * <\<r + z\ < ( H-—j » (ff small enough).

So

I x(» + z) I =i CV0"2' ^ Cx(ff) uniformly in z.

Putting the first inequality of (24) into |c6"(cr+z)| we have, from

(23),

I *"(> + «)J, s c/v.
On the other hand, using (23) again, we obtain for sufficiently small <r

*"0) > x2/4.r3.

Thus: |ep"(cr+z)| <af>"(<r) uniformly in z.

Hypothesis (i): This has already been established. See (21).

Hypothesis (ii): We must show that

I g(s) I g Cx(r)e*«,

s—»0, for every fixed do of (11). This is equivalent to proving that

s10'ir exp Q- + Z(s)) j £ rlo«2* exp 0- + Z(r) + Cj.

The problem thus reduces to finding a C, independent of s, such that:
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+ 2W] ^ jr + R[Z(r)] + C.

Clearly, R[ir*/6s] =ir* cos 8/6r, see (11).

Now we analyze:

(5) Z(*) = - 2* -'—
P s"

In the first place,

*" ,
s-p = (re»)-^-T< =-{cos 030 + y log r) — i sin (/30 + 7 log r)}.

Put

(25) -r(l + P)r(p) = X(p) + *F(p) = X + Fi.

This gives

= Z — c°s ißß + 7 l°g 0 +       sin 00 + 7 log r)}.

Thus we must show that

— (1 - cos0) + C ^ Z — {Xe?» cos (0/3 + T log r)
6r , r"

+ Fe7' sin (0/3 + 7 log r)

— X cos (7 log r) — Y sin (7 log r)}.

Now 1—cos 0^0V4 for |ö| ^ir/2. If we expand cos (0/3+7 log r)

and sin (0/3+7 log r), and collect terms, it will be sufficient to

show that:

ttW 1
-f- C ^ Z — {[X cos (7 log r) + F sin (7 log /•)]• [e* cos 0/3 - l]
24r , f*

+ [F cos (7 log r) - X sin (7 log r) ] [e^ sin 0/3]}.

But ct« cos 0/3-1 = (e*»-l) cos 0/3+(cos 0/3-1), and for all real x,

je* — 1 j ^|x|ei*i. Also

0/3     0202     I 01 jr
cos 0/3 - 1   = 2 sin2 — <-< —— •

1 1 2 r 2 ~ 4

Thus |«* 008 0,3-11 ^ +ir| 0| /4, while [sin 0/91 g[0|/3^|0|.
Hence it will be sufficient to show that
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_ i   <-« ̂   \ I / I v I       I Tr I \ / I . ./i I i 1

24r

+ |ö|el>l».(|x| +| F|)|.

Or, with all ß^ßo, l/2^ß0^l, since |*y| >2 for all y,

7T

+ C^^E2|T|(|z|+|F|)ein...
24r r*» „

Referring to the definition of X and F in (25), we see that the

above series converges for all fixed values of do, 00<7r/2. The prob-

lem finally reduces, then, to finding a C\ such that

Ö2 2Jb|#j
(26) -h Ci ^- where Ks is a numerical constant.

fit

This is equivalent to

f- K3j ^ 0 with p\, = y and Ci =

The full Riemann hypothesis is essential for our method, since (26)

can be written

l   /\e\      y it,
(27)-l^^-KA+d-^ 0.

r20O-l \rl-p"0 / r2/3o-l

Unless 2jSo — 1 =0, no & can be found which will satisfy (27) for all

values of 5 simultaneously. For if ßo= 1, we could choose d = r1,i, and

then find the contradiction that (K\ — (K3 — r1/2)2)/r is bounded. If

l/2<j30<l, we could chooser? as Kzr1-^" for sufficiently small r, and

then we would have the contradiction that Kl/rv<>~1 is bounded.

Hypothesis (iii): This is assured by the definition of A(u).

Since the conditions of Ingham's theorem are satisfied, we have

„«   K*Xot 2T exP (»V6«- + z<r) + *«0
(28) A (k) ~-;-;->

[2Ta*(w*/3a* + Z''^))}1'*

where (7) holds.

Because of (23), the actual contribution of the denominator is

/ 7T     YV       3.T3        V1'2    (3)1'2 o-1'2
(29) ( (27r)1'V-)  I 1 H-Z"(c) )-

V       (zyviy V    *2    7     (2)»/*»»/»
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Substituting (7) and (29) into (28), we obtain our final result, (6),

where

(3)1/2 (6)l/2 / T2 i\

Kx = —^-£, = —— expf -1 + — + £ —),
(2)i/2T3/2 2x3'2      \        24      p pV

and where cr is the solution, existent and unique for <r small enough,

of (7). Z(s) is given by (5).
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